
The Mobile App that’s changing the way the US Airforce does HR  

“Every time I go to the Pentagon, it feels like it’s my first time,” says Lt. Col. Michael Ortiz. 

“There’s a lot of action going on, there’s a lot of people running around. Everyone has a 

purpose. I love that energy. It fuels me.”  

That’s not the image of the military bureaucracy I had before. If you’d asked me, 

“procedural tarpit” would have been the phrase I’d chosen.  

Efficiency? To submit your request for a week off, you’ll need to fill in nine of these blue 

forms and six of these red ones.  

Communication? A game of broken telephone, failing altogether somewhere between the 

report of WMDs in the UAE and an attack IRL on the local DMV.   

And innovation? The opposite of that. 

I was therefore somewhat taken aback, as perhaps are you, to learn that in fact, the US 

Airforce has its own, specially dedicated innovation office. And serves me right.  

Ortiz is Chief Digital Officer of the Air Reserve Personnel Center, located in Denver and 

dedicated to the human resources management of over 1.3 million airmen, from the active 

to the retired and including reservists. And the reason for his visit to the Pentagon? He’s 

teamed up with technologists in the private sector to replace an HR system he describes as 

“archaic” (or “prehistoric”, if you’re following my previous metaphor).  

And he’s going to do it with an app.  

How the kid who loved to take things apart grew up into a man who loves to fix them  

It’s a great leap for the Airforce but for Ortiz, technological innovation is a way of life. Since 

early childhood, he’s been fascinated by it, the kid less interested in what was on TV than 

what was inside the TV set. 

“I would take things apart,” he laughs. “I would look at the intricacies of how things worked, 

and then I would put it back it together.” 

“As I grew up, I found a fascination with how technology drove people’s behaviour. I kind of 

saw the connection between how technology increases and enhances how we interact.” 

But he didn’t yet see the possibilities at the beginning of his Airforce career, when he was 

alarmed to be assigned as a human resources officer: a post, as he thought then, far away 

from the tech he loved. But over 12 years of service during the revolutionary 1990s and 

2000s, and with a reassignment to communications officer, the divide seemed to become 

smaller and smaller.   

In 2007, Ortiz left the Airforce and joined the private sector, where the practice of HR 

administration was determined by ever-evolving technologies. Then in 2009, the Airforce 

called him back. His mission: revolution, dragging outmoded systems into line with 21st 

century standards.  



This time, Ortiz approached the hi-tech element via the human one. By this point in his 

career the two had become inseparable and, in corporate America, he’d learnt the value of 

the joint venture.  

The first stop was setting up face-to-face meetings with Airforce’s partners, such as HR 

system service provider Oracle.  

“We, as an Airforce, did not really take advantage of getting to know our vendors,” he 

points out. “If they’re going to help us improve our innovation and technology they have to 

know us as a customer. They have to know us inherently, because we’re not like other 

customers.” 

When military precision doesn’t filter through to military personnel   

The Armed Forces have a great handle on practical, precision science, developing ways to 

ballistically ruin someone’s day kilometres, or even continents, away. But it’s not surprising 

that in dealing with the more nebulous, human element, the system breaks down.  

Even in the civilian sector, we haven’t gotten it right: a survey of HR professionals found that 

even though most businesses do prioritise personnel management, the systems used often 

leave as much to be desired as the results. And unlike the private sector, military officers are 

expected to oversee not just their employees’ work performance, but their behaviour in 

their personal lives. 

In the military this is complicated even further by stratification – labyrinthine systems of 

rank and complicated systems of performance reviews and stack-ranking for those pursuing 

promotion. The system is plagued with redundancy, with information is shared on multiple 

systems. Accessing it is a quest through piles of forms – never mind requesting an update or 

a change.  

 “The functionality of this app is, we have over 3 million customers in the Airforce, meaning 

we have 3 million employees, whether they’re civilian or military,” says Ortiz. 

Here’s what this app will solve: “Whenever an Airforce employee has a requirement, let’s 

say they want to retire from the Airforce – they have to send an application. And, that 

archaic process takes anywhere between three to six months for approval. What the app 

can do is give them immediate feedback.”  

That means they have more time to spend relaxing, at home, with their loved ones. It kind 

of seems like the least you can offer someone who has literally risked their life for you.   

And retirement is just one of the functions the HR department performs. This means the 

app will be liberating not just for the airmen, but for the employees on the admin side: the 

paper they currently shift could surely replace our F14s with a flock of jet-sized origami 

cranes. We haven’t physically tested this, but work with me here.  

Putting human needs back at the heart of human resource 

In a way, developing the HR app became a quest for user-friendliness.  

https://www.shrm.org/research/surveyfindings/articles/pages/2014-Performance-Management.aspx
http://taskandpurpose.com/military-needs-overhaul-personnel-management-practices/


“To design something that’s personal, but make it so that it can be accepted by the masses 

is a tough thing to do. We can make a really good app, but if it’s not intuitive, people may 

download it the first time but they’re going to kick it off their phone.” 

This, he says, is why previous efforts to design such an app have failed.  

“In the federal sector we don’t know how to do these things. We aren’t profit-generating, 

we don’t make money so we don’t look for those kind of tools.” 

It wasn’t a solo effort. A team of internal developers have been working hand in hand with 

Ortiz to create the app. They also asked the experts,   

“We decided one day to reach out and find out who are the best in breed in the industry 

here in the US,” Cortiz recalls.  

This led them into Silicon Valley, and an alliance with Y Media Labs, which drilled them 

thoroughly in the niceties of user interfaces. 

Even LinkedIn, the site where HR meets social media, got to serve their country. “We spent 

some time in their user interface lab and we learned the art and science behind designing a 

mobile app.”  

Even Apple was attracted to the project, and pitched on it in November 2015. “As everyone 

knows, Apple is the best in breed in user interface,” Cortiz says. “It was such a big win when 

we got the call from them.” 

The top lessons they’ve learned? “Y-Media taught us we should drive everything with one 

thumb. Focus on making it simple. With Apple, the big lesson I learned was, start very 

simple. Don’t try to do everything in your first app: do one thing only and make it 

outstanding. Once people learn how to do that one thing, you can start adding functions.” 

Things are moving fast: the launch strategy for the app already started back in October 

2015. “When we get approval to launch the app, we’ll get a full-blown marketing push from 

the Pentagon to the Airforce community.” 

Since the app is intended to help thousands of serving men and women, and needs to have 

the US government’s seal of approval, the process has also been far more stringent than 

publishing a regular consumer app, with special attention paid to security.  

If the app works, it’s not just the Airforce it will revolutionise. 

“An app will someday be available where you walk in and they know If you’re an army guy, if 

you’re an Airforce person, a marine, or a Navy person. It’s not specific to one department. I 

believe that if I can prove to the Airforce that we can do this, it will prove to the entire 

Department of Defence that this is actually an app for all of our service men and women.” 

 And they’re the ones who certainly deserve it. 

 

  


